Annual Integral Queen Contest Officially Begun

All IIT Male Students Are Eligible to Submit Entries Before July 29

The Integral Queen contest is part of the Technology News and is open to all male students at IIT. The contest involves submitting pictures that are creative and innovative. The contest winners will receive prizes and recognition in the Technology News.

Head Present Honorary Degrees

IIT President Dr. Harold Birkhoff presented honorary degrees to two distinguished individuals.

Elections Will Be Held Friday For ITSAA Posts

ITSAA members will elect new officers on Friday. The new officers will serve as leaders in the organization.

Honorary Degrees Conferred

Dr. George D. Birkhoff was awarded an honorary degree for his contributions to science.

Grade Cards Will Be Mail Today

Final grades for the semester will be mailed to students today. Students will need to check their mailboxes for their grade reports.

Staff Chosen By Tech News

The Tech News newspaper has selected its new staff. The new staff will work on the newspaper and continue to produce quality content.

Kosarevsky Named Sigma Xi President

Dr. Kosarevsky has been elected as the new President of Sigma Xi. Sigma Xi is a scientific and scholarly society.

IIT Russian Class Accepting Students

Applications are being accepted for the new Russian class. The class will be taught by a native Russian speaker.
A new semester and once again the Steam shovel is back to turn away some of the dirt that surrounds the activities of Illinois Tech Engineers.

The shovel operators produce bigger and better scoops of this filthy ooze until a rich vein of ore is struck. If any ore it is not composed of any of your personal details, but in case the desired metal fills in the ore it will have to be removed down this furnace. And of course these first diggings andamenti of the moving steam shovel.

This rig appearing in the back of A/S John “Butch” Renners' jumper can be attributed to the fact that he was on the rocks with his lady friend yesterday. This is literally and not figuratively speaking. Quoar! Dear John: Why not ask Mickey in any of them rig?

Professor Sanford Walker was greeted with a chorus of exclamations when he entered one of his classes dressed in white shirt, white pants, white stockings, and white shoes. In reply to the question, Professor Walker answered, “Oh, didn't you know? I work for the day boys to help support the college.”

Well I suppose the non-personal shortages have been filled somehow.

It is common knowledge that A/S Bill Bourne spent most of his time bothering a certain secretary from Professor Schlemer's office, one of the few who pay attention to the hair. The last I heard she was back talking on the phone. So you can be sure that the rig is not for the day boys.

Well, here's a nice little story that seems to have dropped down like an anchor on Don Raper's desk. It seems that all you are interested in is the extra-curricular activities, why you never heard of the net interest in the school work. It is said that you never get a chance to do anything in the classroom. You never hear of anyone who ever regretted participating in a reasonable number of club activities in which he was sincerely interested.

Watch the student activities bulletin board on the first floor for the meetings of the various clubs. If you can't get the desired information there, ask any upperclassman or inquire at the Technology News office.

Some 564 Questions

As the summer term has been getting under way numerous Techmen have come home in their activities this last week to question the future status of Illinois Tech extra-curricular activities.

Typical questions are:

Will the ISSA continue to be active this year?

What has happened to the new ISSA constitution? Will it be written?

Will the Honor System continue at IIT and, if so, will the Honor Board be any more active this year?

Will the All-Scholar Social Committee and Dance Club present as active programs as they have previously?

How extensive will the varsity and intramural sports programs be?

Is the Link still functioning?

What has happened to Black Knight?

Are the Math Club, Rifle Club, and Armour to continue?

A long hand has been said in the past by Technology News concerning the inactive state of many of ISSA's "in name only" organizations. However, it is healthy that there be a healthy organization or Illinois Tech. Therefore it is hoped that the existing activities will be continued with greater energy than ever and any mentioned questions will soon be answered favorably.

...Techmen Talk

by William A. Lewis, Professor of Electrical Engineering

I consider that Illinois Tech has a unique opportunity in the field of engineering. The close connection of the student with the Armour Research Foundation and the favorable location in relation to industrial development makes possible a close contact with industrial problems that is not possible at most engineering colleges.

Some problems involving the design and development of equipment for power engineering, and Illinois Tech has shown, by its outstanding ability to meet the needs of industry for experienced and capable men, that it is ready to meet the needs of industry. Because of this adaptability, I am sure that, if Illinois Tech has an Electrical Engineer, he will be the equal of any in the country.

Although a large part of engineering training is given in the classroom, the student is always interested in the field in which he is to work and will make more effective use of the knowledge he has gained if he is given an opportunity to see how his fundamental training has been applied in actual practice. Therefore, in addition to the formal instruction, every student is encouraged to get practical experience in the field as early as possible.

...
QUESTION
What is your favorite method of reading?

When the rays of QF 68 pound your eyes, when you peek into the eyes of others, stay indoors and Tekoom opens its doors. Some coffee, some comfort and a ray of light, and Lake Michigan supplies plenty of humidity.

Irving Stoller, senior electrical: I usually try to read about women and on very few things as an

Decision: Theacher's choice was for coming of age in the main campus.

Richard Ryle, senior mechanical: In my spare time at home I sit at the breakfast and read a magazine. It is usually v

Some ominous names seem too strong.

Technology News, I know, has been doing this, sending letters to students who worked on their high on the wall, but now, I have no way to do this.

May I suggest that freshmen to Illinois Tech in the future be v

As a Douglas Boyer, senior fire protector: I am a

A former student

Yes, all do it. I

Always in the back of my

This picture has a place of honor.

A: "Harry Botts, junior: Am I a

B: "The tea like your new

Riddle: Stacks, oil, Dollars, the

"No, Mum, I hate her. I'd like to

Stark, started, little "Why do you hate, I think.

Though some three: I

Rack episodes:

The structure was jammed, the day was bitterly cold and Mandy, without looking at the clock, went home. Then, Mr. Petro, offered to play her cards after several moments. But before he could finish, she hurried home.

In a few minutes, the Parson declared, "I don't think she's a sinner."

Concerning the sinner, the Parson declared, "I don't think she's a sinner."

In the last issue, the Parson declared, "I don't think she's a sinner."
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VARSITY BASEBALL
Practice Begins Today

Outdoor practice for this term's varsity baseball team will be held today from 4 to 6 p.m., announced Coach Bernard "Benny" Weisman. All prospective candidates should report at 4:30 p.m.

Entries for IM Softball Due This Friday

Play to Begin Next Week; Other Tours to Be Held in Future

All team entries for the Intercollegiate Softball Tournament must be submitted by 5 p.m., Friday afternoon, announced intramural manager, Henry Fool.

They are to be turned in either to Weisman or Harry Keel, sponsor of the Student Union any time during the week. The following eligibility rules for the tourney should be closely followed to prevent any team from disqualifying itself in the tourney.

There is no limit to the number of league teams that may enter, but the total number of entries per department, however, is limited to two. With the exception of the freshmen class, teams should be formed from the department in which the group is registered.

Each team should have a captain and be able to provide cars from many other colors. A schedule of the playing times should be added on both ends of all playing cards. All teams will play for the championship. Twelve teams will then be awarded the winning team.

Weekly schedules of games will be found in the Technology News. Each team is responsible for its own bleachers. The Student Union. The individual manager will be in charge of the starting time and will be responsible for the arrangement of the schedule.

Future interfraternity tourneys, such as the Triangles, are to be solved in this tournament. A new program has been set up as yet. It will be held for the most part on the intramural field in the various interfraternity houses.

"Any ideas or suggestions will be most welcome. I only want to form the basis of the future program. The quality of our school can only improve by the growth of our gymnasium, tennis courts, swimming pools, and fraternities."

Tennis Team Receives Seven Athletic Awards

Being captain and manager of the tennis team, I am awarded a major letter to A/Serv Warros Walla, announced Bernard Weisman, the director.


Doug Snyder Re-elected As Pi Kappa Phi Archon

A/Serv Doug Snyder was re-elected as a Pi Kappa Phi Archon, a position that is considered to be one of the highest in the fraternity. The position of Archon is one that requires a great deal of responsibility and dedication.

Coach Weisman was elected to be the new Archon for the upcoming term at the meeting that was held in the Student Union.

Doug Snyder was re-elected as Pi Kappa Phi Archon and is expected to continue serving in this position.

S Rule Enforcement Is to Begin This Week

Right enforcement of this week's rule, which is being enforced by the Student Union, will begin this week. The rule is expected to be enforced stringently and will be monitored closely.

The rules as revised by the Student Union are as follows:

S. No gambling, smoking, drinking, or drug use.

The rules are designed to maintain a clean and safe environment on campus and will be enforced vigorously.

The rules are expected to be enforced throughout the week, and any violations will be dealt with accordingly.
89 New V-12 Students Report; Group Includes 30 Veterans

Thirty veterans from the Pacific and Mediterranean war areas were among the 99 new trainees who reported at Illinois Tech this term.

Tsu Beta Pi Elects Five New Officers

John Schmerkeller, senior chemical engineering student, was elected president of Tsu Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity, at a recent meeting held at the Colonnade Club.

Other officers elected were: Claire Pechukas, vice-president; A.J. Wolf, recording secretary; and W.chybst, corresponding secretary. The new officers were installed at a meeting of the fraternity Wednesday night.

Eight of the ten pledges to Tsu Beta Pi were initiated at this meeting. A.B. Negoie and Ken Harsh were unable to attend the banquet and will be initiated at a later date.

V-12 Quarters May Now Get Washers

Washing machines and ovens are now obtainable for the veterans taking part in the V-12 program, according to L.P. Lynch, supply officer.

Under the new system, the trainees supply the first $100 while the ITA Navy Welfare Fund supplies the remainder. At this time, however, not all the trainees are being assisted for in quarters 23D and for some of the men in quarters 23A, B and C.

Mangold's Son Enters Amphion of Seventeen

P. Mangold of the Mechanical Department, was officially welcomed to the Amphion Chapter of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Mangold Jr., seventeen and one-half years old, is a graduate of Lyman High School when he was graduated and is the son of the late Joseph Mangold and Helen Mangold.

SPEE Elects Prof. F. Hill To Executive Committee

Dr. C. Hill, chairman of the engineering department, was elected chairman of the Executive Committee of the SPEE (Society of Physics Education)
Open Air Concert

32 War Veterans Enroll at Illinois Tech; GI Bill of Rights Provides for Education

SIX

32 War Veterans Enroll at Illinois Tech; GI Bill of Rights Provides for Education

News Bureau Puts Out New Magazine

The first issue of a new Illinois Institute of Technology publication, to be known as the "ITI News," is scheduled for the next Tuesday. The publication will be issued monthly and will cover the activities of the Institute, as well as developments in the field of technology.

Budenzholzer is Elected to ASME Chairmanship

Budenzholzer, a professor of mechanical engineering at Illinois Tech, has been elected to the chairmanship of the ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) for the 1961-62 academic year. He is the first Illinois Tech faculty member to hold this position.

Signal Corps Women Form Choral Group

About 30 women in the Signal Corps will form a new choral group with O. Gordon Egan, the group's director. The group will be known as the "Signal Chorus."

MUSIC--Under the direction of O. Gordon Egan, the Signal Corps recently presented this outdoor concert at the YWCA auditorium. The group was composed of the women of the Signal Corps and other members of the Institute.

2 Home Economic Teas to Be Given

Two teas will be held for the home economics students at Illinois Tech. One will be on Thursday, May 15, and the other on Saturday, May 24. Both teas will be in the dining hall.

Music Clubs Plan for Increased Membership

The music clubs at Illinois Tech are planning to increase their membership. The clubs have set goals for the year and are working to achieve them. The plans include the formation of new clubs and the expansion of existing ones.

Honor Board to Meet Today: Plan for Term

The Honor Board of Illinois Tech will meet today to discuss the plans for the upcoming term. The board will also discuss the selection of new members.

This Collegiate World

Ideas on their future ideal wives. Their specifications: nice tem- perament, tall figure. The most important requirement is that a future mate be a good home economist. Students at Illinois Tech who are interested in becoming homemakers should contact the Home Economics Department for further information.

This Collegiate World

Noted Indian Artifacts Displayed by University

Several noted Indian artifacts are on display in the art gallery of the university. These artifacts include a ceremonial mask, a war club, and a medicine wheel.

Dr. McDonald (sits) Dr. J. J. McDonald of the Chicago Department of Public Health, speaks to students at the university on the importance of public health. The lecture was part of the university's public health series.